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Using pseudoinverses of incidence matrices of finite quasigroups in partitions
induced by left multiplications of subquasigroups, a quasigroup homogeneous
space is defined as a set of Markov chain actions indexed by the quasigroup. A
certain non-unital ring is afforded a linear representation by a quasigroup homoge-
neous space. If the quasigroup is a group, the linear representation is a factor in
the usual linear representation of the group algebra afforded by the group
homogeneous space. In the general case, the structure of the non-unital ring is
analyzed in terms of the permutation action of the multiplication group of the
quasigroup. The linear representation corestricts to the natural projection of the
non-unital ring onto the quotient by its Jacobson radical.  2001 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
Ž .A quasigroup Q or Q,  is a set Q equipped with a binary multiplica-
tion, denoted by  or juxtaposition, such that in the equation
x  y z ,
knowledge of any two of x, y, z specifies the third uniquely. Thus for each
Ž .element q of Q, the right multiplication R q or
R q : QQ ; x xqŽ .Q
Ž .and left multiplication L q or
L q : QQ ; x qxŽ .Q
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are elements of the group Q! of bijections of the set Q. A subquasigroup P
of a quasigroup Q is a subset P of Q that is itself a quasigroup under the
multiplication of Q. The relatie left multiplication group LMlt P of P inQ
 Ž . 4Q is the subgroup of Q! generated by L p  p P . The relatie rightQ
multiplication group RMlt P is defined similarly. The relatie multiplicationQ
group Mlt P is the join of RMlt P and LMlt P in the lattice ofQ Q Q
Ž . Ž .subgroups of Q!. The right left multiplication groups RMltQ, LMltQ,
Ž . Ž .MltQ of Q are the relative right left multiplication groups of Q in Q. It
will be convenient to set GMltQ.
Ž .A possibly empty subquasigroup P of a finite, nonempty quasigroup Q
defines a quasigroup homogeneous space whose underlying set P Q is
taken to be the set of orbits of LMlt P on Q. The action of Q on P Q isQ
defined probabilistically. For each element q of Q, the set P Q is the
state space of a certain Markov chain. The action of Q on P Q is then
defined to be the set of all these Markov chains. The set of convex
combinations of the states from P Q forms a complete metric space, and
the actions of the quasigroup elements form an iterated function system in
 the sense of fractal geometry Ba, p. 82 .
The transition matrix of each Markov chain is defined in terms of an
incidence matrix A and its pseudoinverse A	. The incidence matrix AP P P
or A is the incidence matrix of the membership relation between the set Q
   and the set P Q of subsets of Q. As such, it is a Q  P Q matrix.
Consider the row corresponding to an element x of Q and the column
corresponding to an orbit X of LMlt P on Q. Then the entry in this rowQ
and column is one if x X, and zero otherwise. The pseudoinverse A	 ofP
   the incidence matrix A is the P Q  Q matrix whose entry in the rowP
indexed by LMlt P-orbit X and column indexed by Q-element x is givenQ
by
 
1if x X then X else 0.
Ž .For each element q of Q, consider R q as a permutation matrix with rows
and columns indexed by the elements of Q. The transition matrix on
P Q specified by the element q of Q is
1.1 R q  A	R q A ,Ž . Ž . Ž .PQ P P
yielding a Markov chain on the state space P Q of LMlt P-orbits on Q.Q
The probability of transition from an orbit X to an orbit Y is given as
 Ž .     XR q  Y X S3, Theorem 2.4 .
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EXAMPLE. Consider a quasigroup Q with multiplication table
Q 1 2 3 4 5 6
1 1 3 2 5 6 4
2 3 2 1 6 4 5
.3 2 1 3 4 5 6
4 4 5 6 1 2 3
5 5 6 4 2 3 1
6 6 4 5 3 1 2
 4Let P be the singleton subquasigroup 1 . Note that LMlt P is the cyclicQ
Ž .Ž .subgroup of Q! generated by 23 456 . Thus
 4  4  4P Q 1 , 2, 3 , 4, 5, 6 , 4
yielding
1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 1 1
0 0 0 00 1 0 	 2 2A  and A  ,P P0 0 1 1 1 1
0 0 1 0 0 0
3 3 30 0 1
Ž .whence 1.1 gives
0 0 1
0 0 1
 5  .Ž .PQ 1 2
0
3 3
Ž .In the group case, the orbits P-cosets X and Y are either disjoint or
coincident, so the transition probabilities are just 0 or 1 and the transition
matrices are permutation matrices, the permutation matrices of the per-
mutation action of Q on P Q.
Consider the complex vector spaces Q with basis Q and P Q with
Ž .basis P Q. Identify linear maps between these spaces and themselves
Ž .by their matrices with respect to these bases. Now 1.1 yields a function 
or
1.2  : End Q End P Q ; C A	CAŽ . PQ   P P
from the set of endomorphisms of the vector space Q to the set of
Ž .endomorphisms of the vector space P Q. The function 1.2 is linear,
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but is generally not a homomorphism for the monoid structures of the
endomorphism sets under composition. Define
E  A A	,P P P
an idempotent of End Q under composition. Consider
1.3 C , D  CE DŽ . Ž . P
as a binary operation on End Q. It is convenient to denote this binary
Ž .operation by E , regarding the right-hand side of 1.3 as infix notation forP
the binary operation. Under the original -space structure and the multi-
Ž .plication E , the set End Q forms a non-unital ring. The map 1.2 thenP 
becomes a ring homomorphism
1.4  : End Q,	, E  End P Q,	, Ž . Ž . Ž .PQ  P 
from this non-unital ring End Q to the ring End P Q with the 
 original multiplication given by composition S3, Proposition 4.1 .
Let
1.5  : G End QŽ . 
be the linear permutation representation of GMltQ on Q. For a finite
subset S of a -space V, define the barycenter

1 S S  .Ý
S
Then
1.6 E  LMlt PŽ . Ž .P Q
  Ž . Ž .S3, Theorem 4.2 , so that E lies in the image  G of 1.5 . ThisP
Ž Ž . . Ž .implies that  G ,	, E is a subring of End Q,	, E , and thatP  P
Ž .1.4 restricts to a representation
1.7  :  G ,	, E  End P QŽ . Ž .Ž .PQ P 
of the subring.
The aim of the present paper is to describe the structure of the ring
Ž Ž . . Ž . G ,	, E and its representation 1.7 . The Structure Theorem 2.5P
Ž Ž . .for the ring  G ,	, E is presented in the next section. The followingP
Ž .section, culminating in Theorem 3.4, analyzes the representation 1.7 . The
Ž .upshot of the analysis is that the representation 1.7 corestricts to the
Ž Ž . .natural projection of  G ,	, E onto the quotient by its quasiregularP
or Jacobson radical. The final section of the paper examines sufficient
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Ž .conditions for commutativity of the image of 1.7 , implying mutual com-
Ž .mutativity of the various transition matrices 1.1 in the corresponding
iterated function system.
2. STRUCTURE OF THE RING
The permutation representation  of G on Q is multiplicity-free, so
that the G-module Q decomposes as a direct sum
s
2.1 Q XŽ .  i
i1
 of mutually inequivalent irreducible G-modules JS, S1, S2 . Let the
corresponding linear representations be  : G End X with charac-i  i
Ž . s Ž .ters   Tr  , so that Ý  and  G  End X , i.e.i i i1 i i  i
s
2.2  G  End X .Ž . Ž .   i
i1
Ž .For 1 i s, define idempotents E   E and subspaces Y  X Ei i P i i i
Ž .and Z  X 1
 E , yielding an orthogonal decompositioni i i
2.3 X  Y  ZŽ . i i i
Ž .of -spaces. By 1.6 , one has
E  LMlt P ,Ž .i i Q
whence
1
2.4 Tr E   l .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýi i LMlt PQ lLMlt PQ
Note that End X has the -space decomposition i
2.5 End X  End Y Hom Y , Z Hom Z , Y  End Z .Ž . Ž . Ž . i  i  i i  i i  i
Ž .Consider End X as a non-unital ring with multiplication E : a, b  i i
aE b.i
PROPOSITION 2.1. For 1 i s, the Jacobson radical of the ring
Ž .End X , E is i i
 42.6 a End X  E aE  0 .Ž .  i i i
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Ž .Proof. Denote the ring End X E by A and its Jacobson radical by J. i i
Now the Jacobson radical is characterized as the set of all elements a of
the ring A for which ar is right quasiregular for each element r of A Di,
Lemma 54 . In other words, J is the set of elements a of A satisfying
2.7  r A , s A. ar	 s	 ars 0.Ž .
For a -endomorphism a of X , denote the respective components in thei
Ž . Ž . Ž .direct sum 2.6 by a  E aE , a  E a 1
 E , a  1
 E aE , and11 i i 12 i i 21 i i
Ž . Ž .a  1
 E a 1
 E . It is convenient to assemble these components22 i i
into a 2  2 matrix, and to record composition in End X by matrix i
   multiplication Pi, Sect. 3.4 SR, II, Sect. 1.2 . A product aE b in A theni
takes the form
b b a b a ba a 11 12 11 11 11 121 011 122.8  ,Ž . a a 0 0 b b a b a b21 22 21 22 21 11 21 12
Ž .so the equation in 2.7 becomes
a r 	 s 	 a r s a r 	 s 	 a r s 0 011 11 11 11 11 11 11 12 12 11 12 122.9  .Ž . a r 	 s 	 a r s a r 	 s 	 a r s 0 021 11 21 21 11 11 21 12 22 21 11 12
Ž .Note that the bottom rows of the matrices in 2.9 are made to coincide on
setting
s 
a r 
 a r s ,21 21 11 21 11 11
s 
a r 
 a r s .22 21 12 21 11 12
Now if a  0, setting s  s  0 makes the top rows of the matrices in11 11 12
Ž . Ž .2.9 coincide. Thus the set 2.6 is certainly contained in the Jacobson
radical of A. Conversely, suppose that a is nonzero. Let y be an element11
of Y for which ya is nonzero. Suppose that ya r 
y. Then what-i 11 11 11
ever the element s of A, one cannot satisfy
2.10 a r 	 s 	 a r s  0,Ž . 11 11 11 11 11 11
Ž .since applying each side of 2.10 to y would yield the contradiction
Ž .
y	 ys 
 ys  0. In other words, J coincides with 2.6 .11 11
COROLLARY 2.2. For 1 i s, the Jacobson radical J of the ringi
Ž . 3End X , E satisfies J  0. i i i
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Ž .Proof. In the matrix notation of 2.8 , one has
0 b0 a 0 0121 0 1 0 1 0 0 012   .0 a ba a 0 0 b b 0 0 0 0 0 021 1221 22 21 22
COROLLARY 2.3. For 1 i s, the natural projection of the ring
Ž .End X , E onto its quotient by its Jacobson radical J retracts onto the i i i
subring End Y under composition. i
Ž .Proof. Since E is the identity automorphism of the subspace Y ofi 11 i
Ž .X , the ring End Y under composition is a subring of End X , E .i  i  i i
As final preparation for the Structure Theorem 2.5, it is helpful to
Ž .characterize the dimensions 2.4 of the spaces Y .i
Ž .LEMMA 2.4. For 1 i s, the dimension 2.4 of the space Y is thei
multiplicity m of the representation  in the representation of G induced byi i
the triial representation of the relatie left multiplication group L of P in Q.
Ž  .Proof. By Frobenius reciprocity e.g. S2, Theorem 557 , one has
2.11 Tr E   G , 1   , 1 G m .² : ² :Ž . Ž .i i L L i L L iL G
Ž .The natural numbers 2.11 are called the multiplicities.
STRUCTURE THEOREM 2.5. Let P be a subquasigroup of a quasigroup Q
with multiplication group G. Suppose that the permutation representation
Ž . : G End Q of G on Q decomposes as a direct sum 2.1 of irreducible
G-modules with characters  , for 1 i s.i
Ž . Ž Ž . . 3a The Jacobson radical J of  G ,	, E satisfies J  0.P
Ž . Ž Ž . .b The semisimple quotient  G ,	, E J is the direct sumP
s
2.12 End YŽ .   i
i1
Ž .of matrix rings whose respectie sizes are gien by the multiplicities 2.11 .
Ž . s  Proof. a Apply Corollary 2.2 and J J Pi, Sect. 4.3 .ii1
Ž . Ž .b Apply 2.2 and Corollary 2.3.
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3. ANALYSIS OF THE REPRESENTATION
Throughout this section, it is convenient to set L LMlt P. The firstQ
Ž .step in the analysis of the representation 1.7 is to identify the space
P Q as a subspace of Q. The identification is achieved via the
isomorphism given by the following proposition.
PROPOSITION 3.1. There is an isomorphism of the space P Q with the
subspace
s
Q.E  YP i
i1
of Q, under which the L-orbit qL of an element q of Q is mapped to the
element qE of Q.E .P P
Proof. For elements q and q of Q, one has
1 1
qE  qE iff ql qlÝ ÝP P    L LlL lL
Ž .by 1.6 . Thus a linear injection P QQ.E is well defined byP
qL qE for q in Q. Since Q spans Q, this injection surjects.P
From now on, the space P Q will be identified with Q.E .P
PROPOSITION 3.2. The incidence matrix A corresponds to the linear map
3.1 QP Q ; q qE ,Ž . P
while the pseudoinerse A	 corresponds to
1
3.2 P QQ ; qE  x .Ž . ÝP  qL xqL
Ž .Proof. The matrix of 3.1 with respect to the bases Q of Q and QEP
	Ž .of P Q is A. The matrix of 3.2 with respect to these bases is A .
Ž .COROLLARY 3.3. The map A of 3.1 is a retraction of Q onto its
	 Ž .subspace P Q. The map A of 3.2 is the embedding of P Q into
Q.
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  	 	Proof. By BO, Pe, S3 , A A 1 . On the other hand, A is the PQ
embedding, since
1 1
x qlÝ Ý   qL LxqL lL
for q in Q.
Ž .Using the identifications, one may analyze the representation 1.7 .
THEOREM 3.4. Let P be a subquasigroup of a quasigroup Q with multipli-
cation group G. Suppose that the permutation representation  : G
Ž .End Q of G on Q decomposes as a direct sum 2.1 of irreducible
G-modules. Consider the representation
3.3  :  G ,	, E  End P Q ; C A	CA .Ž . Ž .Ž .PQ P 
Ž . Ž Ž . .a The kernel of  is the Jacobson radical J  G ,	, E .PQ P
Ž . Ž .b The image of  is the semisimple quotient 2.12 .PQ
Ž . Ž .Proof. b For 1 i s in the decomposition 2.1 , let p : Q Xi i
Ž .be the projection onto the ith direct summand. By 3.1 and the definition
Ž .2.3 of Y , this projection restricts to p : P Q Y . Let j : X Qi i i i i
Ž .be the insertion of the ith summand in 2.1 . For an endomorphism C of
the -space Q, define C  j Cp . Consider the commutative diagrami i i
A	 C A  
P Q Q Q P Q
   
p p p pi i i i
C Ej i i  Y X X Yi i i i
Ž .in which j denotes the embedding of Y in X . The composite across thei i
Ž .top row is the image of C under  . Now for an element of 2.12PQ
having c in the ith summand and zero elsewhere, there is an endomor-11
Ž .phism c of the -space X whose first component in the direct sum 2.5 isi
Ž . Ž .c . There is an element C of  G having c in the ith summand of 2.211
and zero elsewhere. Since C  c, the image of C under  is c . Iti PQ 11
Ž .follows that the image of  contains 2.11 . Conversely, for C in thePQ
Ž . 	domain 2.2 of  , one has Y A CA X CA X A Y for 1 i s,PQ i i i i
Ž .so the image of  is contained in 2.12 .PQ
Ž . 	a Suppose that C lies in the kernel of  , so that A CA 0.PQ
Then
E CE  AA	CAA	 0,P P
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Ž .whence E  C E  0 for 1 i s. By Proposition 2.1, it follows thati i i
Ž . s C  J for each i. Since J J , one then has C J. So thei i ii1
Ž .kernel of  is contained in the Jacobson radical J. Now b above,PQ
Ž .2.2 , the First Isomorphism Theorem, and Theorem 2.4 imply that
s s
2 2dim Ker    1 
 Tr E  dim J ,Ž . Ž .Ý Ý PQ i i 
i1 i1
Ž .so a follows.
Ž .Theorem 3.4 may be summarized by saying that the representation 1.7
Ž Ž . .corestricts to the natural projection of  G ,	, E onto the quotientP
by its Jacobson radical.
4. COMMUTATIVE ACTIONS
This final section presents one simple application of the main theorems,
examining sufficient conditions for commutativity of the image of the
Ž .representation 1.7 . As in the previous section, it is convenient to set
L LMlt P.Q
DEFINITION 4.1. Let P be a subquasigroup of a quasigroup Q. The
action of Q on the homogeneous space P Q is said to be commutatie if
Ž . Ž .the image 2.12 of the representation 3.3 is a commutative algebra.
If the action of Q on P Q is commutative, then the various transition
Ž .matrices 1.1 of the iterated function system P Q commute mutually.
PROPOSITION 4.2. Suppose that the permutation representation of the
multiplication group G of Q on the group homogeneous space L G gien by
the relatie left multiplication group L of P in Q is multiplicity free. Then the
action of Q on the quasigroup homogeneous space P Q is commutatie.
Proof. The multiplicity-freeness of the action of G on L G means
that each irreducible linear representation of G appears at most once in
the permutation representation of G on L G. Then by Lemma 2.4, each
Ž .multiplicity m is 1 or 0. By Theorem 2.5 b , the semisimple quotienti
Ž Ž . . Ž . G ,	, E J is commutative. Theorem 3.4 b then shows that theP
action of Q on P Q is commutative.
 4COROLLARY 4.3. Suppose that P is a singleton subquasigroup e whose
relatie left multiplication group L in Q is the stabilizer G of e in G. Then thee
action of Q on P Q is commutatie.
Proof. The action of G on G G, namely the action of G on Q, ise
multiplicity free.
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 4One instance of the corollary occurs for the singleton subquasigroup 0
Ž . Ž of the quasigroup  ,
 of integers modulo n under subtraction cf. S2,n
.Example 537; SR, I Example 2.1.2 . For a fairly general class of quasi-
Ž .group actions to which Corollary 4.3 applies, let Q,	,  be a finite unital
ring. Suppose that r is an invertible element of Q for which 1
 r is a
power of r. Define a quasigroup multiplication on Q by
x y x 1
 r 	 yr .Ž .
Ž . Many examples of such quasigroups Q or Q, are described in Ch,
Sect. II.5 . They are idempotent, entropic, and thus distributive.
 4PROPOSITION 4.4. The singleton P 0 is a subquasigroup of the quasi-
Ž .group Q or Q, . Then the action of Q on P Q is commutatie.
Proof. The multiplication group G of Q is the split extension of the
Ž . ² :abelian translation group Q,	 by the subgroup r of the group of units
Ž . ² :of Q,	,  generated by r. Then the stabilizer G of 0 in G is r .0
 Ž . 4However, the generating set L p  p P of the relative left multiplica-Q
 4tion group L of P in Q is just r . Thus L coincides with G , and0
Corollary 4.3 shows that the action of Q on P Q is commutative.
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